Abstract-Visual Tracking is a complex problem due to unconstrained appearance variations and dynamic environment. Extraction of complementary information from the object environment via multiple features and adaption to target's appearance variations are the key problems of this work. To this end, we propose a robust object tracking framework based on Unified Graph Fusion (UGF) of multi-cue to adapt to the object's appearance. The proposed cross-diffusion of sparse and dense features not only suppresses the individual feature deficiencies but also extracts the complementary information from multi-cue. This iterative process builds robust unified features which are invariant to object deformations, fast motion and occlusion. Robustness of the unified feature also enables the random forest classifier to precisely distinguish the foreground from the background, adding resilience to background clutter. In addition, we present a novel kernel-based adaptation strategy using outlier detection and a transductive reliability metric. The adaptation strategy updates the appearance model to accommodate variations in scale, illumination, rotation. Both qualitative and quantitative analysis of 25 benchmark video sequences (OTB-50, OTB-100 and VOT2017/18) shows that the proposed UGF tracker performs favorably against 15 other state-of-the-art trackers under various object tracking challenges.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RACKING objects in video sequences have emerged as one of the most challenging problems in the field of computer vision. Generally, object tracking framework aims at keeping track of the targeted object in subsequent frames while catering to various tracking challenges. The challenges in object tracking arise due to changes in object appearance such as its deformation, scale variations, fast motion, and in-plane and out-of-plane rotation, and due to a dynamic environment such as illumination variations, occlusion and background clutter. Despite this, object tracking has been investigated extensively due to its wide range of applications viz. military surveillance, robotics, medical imaging, augmented reality and human-computer interaction.
Recently, multi-cue based object tracking solutions have been investigated and reviewed [1] . Typically, multi-cue based trackers consider complementary visual cues so that if one cue fades, the other cue can compensate. These trackers can fuse the extracted information at the score or the feature level. Score level approach uses classifier scores for segmentation of target from the background. Multiscale spatio-temporal context tracker [2] , and hash tracker [3] considered score level fusion. On another hand, feature level fusion combines different feature vectors extracted from individual cues.
Lan et al. [4] used a sparse representation for feature level fusion to remove unreliable features dynamically. In [5] , color and HOG features are considered for object representation. Generally, trackers based on feature-level fusion fail to capture the non-linear variations in illumination, deformations, and occlusion of the targeted object due to off-course updating of the tracker. Despite recent investigations in this direction, adaptive non-linear feature fusion for building a robust appearance invariant to dynamic environment remains a challenge.
Tracker's appearance model keeps a record of the visual changes in the object, and hence its design plays a critical role in tracker's overall success. Generally, appearance models are classified as generative and discriminative models. Generative models consider only foreground information but ignore background information for target representation. Generative models have been exploited for building trackers such as DFT [6] and ASLA [7] . On the other hand, discriminative trackers separate the target from the background and consider tracking as a binary classification problem. Trackers such as MIL [8] , STRUCK [9] and CT [10] were presented under the discriminative model. Discriminative trackers assume the background and foreground to have a linear relationship. However, this condition does not hold true in real-world scenarios. Generally, trackers based on generative model tend to drift in large search space, background clutters, occlusion and large variations in target appearance, whereas, trackers based on the discriminative model are more robust and reliable to these variations. However, the success of discriminative models is highly dependent on the selection of training samples and the optimal design of the updating strategy. Alternatively, many deep learning based trackers have been proposed [11] - [13] to model target's appearance. Although these models can automatically discover feature representation for the targeted object, they require extensive pre-training and are generally unemployable in real-time scenarios.
In this paper, we propose a real-time object tracking architecture based on unified graph fusion and an adaptive appearance model which exploits the advantages of both discriminative and generative models. The discriminative appearance model is based on outlier detection and fragment distribution to tackle background clutter and occlusions. The unified graph fusion utilizes proposed cross-diffusion based generative process to build robust features invariant to illumination, scale, and deformations. To summarize, the main contributions of this research are as follows:
• We propose an object tracking framework based on unified graph fusion of multiple features, which creates a highly marginalized decision boundary between feature descriptors of positive and negative fragments. This is achieved through the proposed cross-diffusion algorithm which captures the strong relationships between feature descriptors and suppresses any weak relations, making the tracker invariant to illumination and scale variations. The algorithm iteratively fuses sparse and dense similarity graphs and performs recursive normalization for faster convergence.
• We propose an outlier detection mechanism based on the proximity of a candidate fragment to positive and negative class samples. The proximity measure evaluates the nodes of the decision trees in the random forest, where the candidate fragment lands. This ensures that the updating of the classifier does not compromise its accuracy. In addition, it enhances the selection of fragments for precise localization of the targeted object. This not only makes the tracker resistant to background clutter but also ensures efficient training of the classifier during initialization and updating of the appearance model.
• We propose a novel adaptive appearance model to preserve temporal and spatial consistency and tackle deformations and pose variations. The mechanism distributes the proximal candidate fragments based on classifier confidence scores and sample reliability using multiclass SVM. The reliability metric prevents the appearance model to be updated with fragments containing background clutters and ensures that the updating samples do not overfit the classifier. Using regular updates for a robust and dynamic appearance model and periodic updates of reference templates prevents eventual drift in long video sequences. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we closely review the literature to gauge the research gap. In Section III, we present the architecture of the proposed UGF Tracker. In Section IV, we perform experimental validation and compare our tracker with 15 other state-of-the-art trackers over 25 benchmarked video sequences. Finally, concluding remarks and future directions are sketched in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Visual Tracking has been rigorously investigated over the last decade. Generally, the performance of any visual tracking solution depends on building a robust and dynamic appearance model. In this section, we examine closely related object appearance models and their adaptation strategies to dynamic environment.
Mostly, generative models represent target's appearance using foreground information. In this direction, many sparse based methods [14] - [16] were proposed. In [14] , authors proposed weighted local sparse representation to measure the importance of each patch. The adaptive template update strategy considered incremental subspace and sparse coding for each reliable patch. On the other hand, in [16] , appearance characteristics of the local patch was categorized as stable, invalid and valid with an importance weighting. A discriminative local sparse coding was used to separate the background patches from stable ones and a linear regressor was used to separate the invalid patches from valid patches. Xue et al. [2] exploited three types of spatial-temporal context information for long, medium, and short term components during visual tracking. Visual spatial information was used for sample selection. Chen et al. [15] used frame difference masks to encode largescale corruption information into a modulated dynamic sample dictionary. Hu et al. [17] exploited structure-aware local sparse coding for encoding each candidate sample. In this, encoding samples were reduced by using global sparsity constraint on coding coefficient. Generally, sparse based generative methods cannot handle many of the tracking challenges due to lack of background discriminative information.
On the other hand, discriminative appearance models separate the target from the background. In this direction, Huang et al. [18] proposed a part-based discriminative model wherein object appearance was constructed using a supervised descent method with two online reliabilities. For catering appearance variations, the updating model was made adaptive through incremental cascaded support vector regression. In [19] , authors proposed to integrate subspace information and intrinsic geometric structures among tasks using dualgraph regularized discriminative multitask low-rank learning. Du et al. [20] used association and geometric encoding functions to compute the confidence of part-sets in a hypergraph. A mode-seeking function selected the most-probable parts over a candidate set. In addition, many correlation filter based appearance model were also proposed [21] - [23] . Hu et al. [21] proposed elastic net constraint with correlation filter to handle the tracking challenges. In this, peak strength metric was defined to improve the capability of the filter. In [23] , instead of a metric, the authors used an iterative graph-seeking strategy which minimizes an energy function based on correlation filters. Hu et al. [22] proposed the manifold regularization in correlation filter for unlabelled data and sample space. The tracker in [5] jointly treats the visual and geometric properties within a single formulation, with correlation filter at the coarse-level and a color model to localize the object.
Recently, many deep learning based trackers [24] - [26] were proposed pertaining to their favorable performance to model the target's appearance. In [24] , authors considered the problem of visual tracking as a trajectory estimation task using convolutional and recurrent units. A large training data is required to predict trajectories, which is often unavailable. In [13] , author exploited part context information and importance reliability to preserve target's spatial information using deep regression. In [12] , authors used a Siamese network with online adaptive hedge algorithm for similarity measure between the target and weak experts based on CNN layer. Similarly, Gao et al. [11] train a Siamese neural network to construct a structural relationship between image patches. Mostly, deep learning based visual trackers require pre-training of the neural network on a large auxiliary image dataset. To overcome pretraining, Zhang et al. [26] initialize random convolutional filters and only train the fully connected layer. Even then, deep-learning based trackers could not be used in real-time scenarios and employ computationally intensive fine-tuning.
Review of the closely related literature indicates that future research direction should consider the design of a robust ap- Fig. 1 . Overview of the UGF Tracking algorithm. The model is initialized (t = 1) by generating unified features for positive and negative fragments based on the proposed cross-diffusion algorithm. For each prediction step, t = (2, 3, ..., N ), the appearance model adapts to the current object environment based on an outlier detection mechanism and fragment distribution strategy considering classifier confidence scores and a transductive reliability metric.
pearance model using multiple features with an online adaptive updating strategy, regardless of whether it is generative or discriminative. The next section details UGF's methodology.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed UGF Tracker leverages both motion cues and visual descriptors for precise localization of object in video sequence. To adapt to variations in the object environment, the proposed tracker uses a robust updating strategy encompassing a proximity-based outlier detector, a transductive reliability metric and, classifier confidence scores. The appearance model of the object is based on the proposed cross-diffusion of HOG (F e ), LBP (F t ) and Intensity (F c ) feature descriptors. The direct fusion of features is vulnerable to small changes in object appearance, hence, we use feature scores to calculate the fused feature descriptors of the given fragments. Fig. 1 illustrates the appearance model, object localization and updating strategy of the UGF Tracker. At t = 1, the architecture is initialized by sampling positive (S + ) and negative (S − ) fragments around the target object. This is followed by construction of unified feature descriptors UF T . These fragments are fed to a random forest classifier (R) for training and are stored for construction of fused descriptors of candidate fragments during the prediction stage. The object localization during the prediction stage (t = 2, 3..., N ) is a two-fold process. At each time step t, an initial rough localization using optical flow,G t provides a more effective sampling state than G t−1 for feature extraction. Multiple extracted features of each candidate fragment are then fused using graph unification. The fused feature descriptors are fed to a two-phase classifier, which first classifies the positive and negative fragments followed by a secondary outlier detector which finds borderline positive and negative predictions,Ĉ, using class proximity measure based on leaf node count. The final target location, G t , is obtained using softmax probability of the positive fragment centroids. Further, at each time step, a transductive reliability metric, (r(Ĉ (k) ), is evaluated for each fragment. The reliability along with confidence score of proximal fragments is used for fragment distribution based on multi-class SVM. The positive (Ĉ P ) and negative (Ĉ N ) reliable fragments from this distribution are then fed to the classifier. The reference dictionary is also updated by selective replacement with positive and negative reliable fragments. This ensures that the classifier temporally adapts to the changes in object appearance.
A. Stage I: Rough Localization
In the first stage of object localization, the tracker evaluates motion cues from the apparent movement of pixel intensity values between consecutive frames. In the proposed architecture, we utilize the Horn-Schunk Optical Flow method [27] for rough estimation of the target centroid in the subsequent frame. The method estimates the change in pixel intensity I(x, y, t) at time t, by assuming that the illumination variation between consecutive frames is zero. Using this assumption, we get Eq.
(1) wherein the spatial gradient of intensity is represented by I x & I y . I t represents the change in intensity w.r.t time, and u and v represent the estimation of the velocity field.
Assuming the smoothness constraint, velocities u and v are derived by minimising the total error (E T ) using Eq. (2).
where 2 scales the smoothness constraint. We select N optical flow vectors in the region surrounding the target centroid, G t−1 . The roughly estimated centroidG t in the current frame is then given by Eq. (3).
ThisG t is used for generating candidate fragments in the current frame for precise localization of the target centroid.
B. Stage II: Precise Localization
The precise localization of the target is achieved via a multi-cue based recursive graph fusion and normalization technique. Firstly, we sample the fragments,
.., C (K) }, through a random walk aroundG t . Each random walk is associated with the distance fromG t , a scale factor, and an angular displacement. For each candidate fragment, three complementary features are extracted and fused using the proposed cross-diffusion method. LBP feature descriptors are invariant to rotations, handling any in-plane and out-of-plane rotations. LBP operator is determined using Eq. 4.
The texture uniformity, U (LBP β,Np ) [28] measures the number of bit-wise transitions of pattern labels. I j g , I c g represent the grey value of the central pixel (c) and the j th pixel respectively. β is the neighborhood radius of the central pixel with N p equally spaced neighboring pixels. For each candidate fragment, C (k) , normalized histograms are determined by mapping the uniformity measure for each pixel as F k t . To describe the shape structure of the candidate fragments, we use the HOG feature descriptors [29] which capture the distribution of edge directions. The target object is divided into image patches or cells with each cell holding the weighted local one dimensional histogram of gradient vectors over the pixels of the cell. A pixel votes for its orientation bin, as well as its neighboring orientation bins. The bins obtained are L2-normalized for better invariance to shading and illumination. The histogram of orientation bins for k th candidate fragment is stored as F k e as edge feature cue. 2) Feature Unification: Our novel graph unification strategy performs non-linear feature fusion with recursive normalization. This retains a strong representation of the target object and discards any weak features that make the tracker susceptible to changes in the object environment. A set of positive (S + ) and negative fragments (S − ) are stored during architecture initialization (t = 1) and updated with reliable fragments in each subsequent frame. During the feature unification procedure, the color (RGB), edge (HOG) and texture (LBP) feature descriptors for each candidate fragment, C (k) are diffused into a single robust feature. For each feature descriptor,
we construct graphs, U µ ∈ {U t , U e , U c } with edge weight defined as the likelihood between feature descriptors of two fragment vertices. Between any two fragments x, y ∈ N , we construct the similarity matrix U µ ∈ R N ×N by calculating the Bhattacharya coefficient from their feature descriptors, Eq. (5).
The Bhattacharya coefficient is used to calculate the Bhattacharya distance between the features of the fragments, x and y as follows:
We use the likelihood estimation on Bhattacharya distance to calculate the likelihood between two feature descriptors as:
Where, σ µ ∈ {σ t , σ e , σ c } represents the cue standard deviation. The adjacency matrix U µ is formed by calculating the likelihood between each of the N vertices of the graph. This is followed by row-wise normalization of U µ , Eq. (8). The selfsimilarity is set to a small constant, for better distribution of weights among other similar fragments. The first row of the normalized similarity matrixÛ µ contains the edge-weights corresponding to the candidate fragment, C (k) .
FromÛ µ , we derive a sparse vector representation of the candidate fragment V k µ ∈ R 1×N , which only keeps the most similar elements and sets the other elements to zero.
In Eq. (9),Û µ (y) ∈ R 1×N represents the row corresponding to adjacency list of the y th sample.
We normalize the derived vector representation,V k µ , Eq. (10). This eliminates weak positive and negative relationships from the adjacency list of the candidate fragments. The normalization distributes the weights amongst the strong connections and hence builds a robust sparse representation. To fuse the individual feature sparse vectors,V k µ , into a single robust feature descriptor UF T (C (k) ) ∈ R 1×N , we propose crossdiffusion strategy adapted from [30] for M = |F µ | feature descriptors as:
To increase computational efficiency of the diffusion process, we modified the iterative process by normalizing the the row corresponding to the candidate sample in the similarity matrix,
, obtained after each iteration as:
Based on this new normalized adjacency list of C (k) , we find its k-Nearest Neighbours from the original similarity matrix, Eq. (9). Once the weak connections are eliminated, we normalize the sparse vector V k µ,t+1 to obtain the normalized sparse vectorV k µ,t+1 for the next iteration. Finally, the adjacency list of the candidate sample for each feature descriptor,Û µ,t (C (k) ) is averaged to obtain the unified feature U F T (C (k) ) by Eq. (13), which will be used as input to the classifier for prediction.
Here, T represents the final iteration of the cross-diffusion normalization process. Figure 2 illustrates the efficiency of our algorithm against previously developed cross-diffusion algorithms. Each row represents the unified feature of the candidate fragment, UF T (C (k) ). The first 50 columns describe the similarity scores with positive fragments (S + ) and the next 50 columns represent the similarity scores with negative fragments (S − ). Further, for tracker validation, we take the first 200 candidate fragments to be positive and the next 200 fragments to be negative. Cross Diffusion algorithm [30] in Fig. 2(c) produces almost similar unified features for both negative and positive candidate fragments making training of the classifier inefficient. This is due to unstable self-similarity definition and lack of a normalization procedure during iterative cross-diffusion. An improvement was proposed in [31] by normalization of dense similarity matrix at each iteration. In Fig.2(b) a high self-similarity constant in U µ (C k ) reduces the distribution scores amongst other fragments, producing identical unified features for the positive candidate fragments.
normalize U µ toÛ µ using Eq. (8) This method also produces anomalies, by describing negative candidates as positive. In the proposed method, the introduction of recursive normalization of dense similarity matrix and vector sparse representation with an optimized selfsimilarity score leads to better distribution of similarity scores amongst other fragments. The recursive formation ofV k µ from U µ,t (C (k) ) highlights strong connections and diminishes the weaker connections unlike [31] and [30] which use the same sparse matrix in each iteration. Algorithm 1 summarized the procedure of the proposed cross diffusion method.
3) Prediction Stage: The evaluation of prediction for precise localization is a two-fold process. At each time step t = (2, 3, ...., N ) , the random forest classifier (R) assigns each input feature vector UF(C (k) ) of candidate sample C (k) , a prediction score. We adopted the bagging algorithm from Breiman [32] which creates a single strong classifier from many weak classifiers. Each candidate feature is assigned a value in [0, 1] according to its resemblance to the positive and negative fragments encountered during training of the classifier. At end of this stage we get a set of K scores for frame t, ∆ t = {δ 1 , δ 2 , ..., δ K }. Next, we evaluate the proximity of the candidate sample, C (k) towards a class as the proportion of decision trees, R t ∈ R = {R 1 , R 2 , ..., R T }, for which C (k) falls on the same leaf node (R l t ) versus other candidate fragments that fall in the same class, Eq. (14) . For a particular class, proximity (p) is defined by Eq. (15) .
Any C (k) with low proximity to their predicted sample class are considered outliers and are discarded to get the proximal candidate dictionary,Ĉ = {Ĉ (1) ,Ĉ (2) , ...,Ĉ (K ) }. The high confidence, proximal candidate fragments are averaged by the softmax probability of their confidence scores, Eq. (16), to get the new precisely located centroid, G t at time step t, Eq. (17) .
where,Ĉ (k) (x, y) represents the centroid of the k th candidate sample. Once the target object is localised, we update the appearance model of the object environment for consistent evaluation of subsequent frames.
C. Updating Strategy
To update the classifier, R at each time step, we consider the proximal, high confidence and low confidence fragments and calculate their reliability. The random forest classifier contains a bag of regression trees. Each of these decision trees vote on the candidate fragment based on their branching structure. The fact that a simple bag of regression trees is able to give high accuracy can be leveraged to distinguishing robust unified feature vectors. Further, the reliability metric r(Ĉ (k) ) is used as a label of confidence for each selected fragment as:
Here, a, b and c are constants that describe the shape of the hyperbolic tan function. We derive a fragment distribution decision model, based on one-vs-one multi-class SVM, dividing the proximal candidate fragments into three categories: high confidence fragments with high reliability (Ĉ P ), high confidence, low reliability or low confidence, high reliability fragments labelled as outliers (Ĉ O ) and low confidence, low reliability fragments (Ĉ N ). Each data point, x k = (r(Ĉ (k) ), δ k ), is represented as a pair of sample reliability and its confidence score. Each x k is mapped to a y k ∈ {Ĉ P ,Ĉ N ,Ĉ O } for formulating the fragment distribution during initialization. For a pair of classes, i, j ∈ {Ĉ P ,Ĉ N ,Ĉ O }, i = j, w ij is chosen to minimize the objective function as a binary classification problem, for a penalty factor, C and ξ ij k for relaxation from misclassified fragments as follows:
Using the kernel trick [33] , we map the data to a non-linear space for better generalization during predicton. The results for the linear, Gaussian and polynomial kernel for sample classification are depicted in Fig. (3) . The RBF kernel, K RBF , Eq. (20) , was able to generalise the best on the training data by generating optimal negative and positive class fragments and discarding most fragments as outliers.
This ensures a faster and efficient update of the random forest. The decision boundary is solved from a voting strategy wherein each of the M binary classifiers votes for a class on each incoming sample (Ĉ k ). At each time step, the predicted C P are used as positive samples for updating the classifier, whereasĈ N from the proximal candidate fragments set,Ĉ are used as negative samples. The selected candidate fragments along with their respective labels are fed to the random forest, R for an update. To improve accuracy while tackling long term visual tracking challenges, we also add a secondary periodic re-detection procedure to identify the location of the target object when all candidate fragments are detected to be outliers i.e. when all the sampled fragments are not proximal to either of the two classes. The re-detection strategy utilises simple correlation filter around the previously estimated centroid (G t−1 ) along with the estimated object trajectory to provide an estimation of the centroid in time step t. This prevents drift of the tracker from the target object due to sudden changes in the object environment. Algorithm 2 describes the adaptation of the appearance model, along with the prediction of target state in each frame. In the following section, we evaluate our tracker's performance against other state-of-the-art trackers.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Experimental Setup
The appearance model of the proposed tracker is build using complementary multi-cue namely HOG, LBP and RGB histograms. For fragment initialization, the sampling radius is defined to be large enough to capture the targeted object completely with minimal overlap of the fragments. The number of Algorithm 2: Prediction and Updating Strategy 1 Function AppearanceModel(G t−1 , P, R, S + , S − ):
find proximity of C (k) using Eq. (15) 
Train R with S + and S
−
27
Update sample set withĈ P ,Ĉ N 28 return R, G t fragments chosen for initialization significantly depend on the dimensions of the targeted object i.e. a low-resolution target requires fewer samples than a target with high resolution. The tracking parameters used for simulation of the proposed tracker are defined as follows: the size of positive and negative sample dictionary are, (S + ) = 50 and (S − ) = 50 respectively, the number of candidate sample generated in each frame is, |C| = 15, the reliability and prediction thresholds are set, a = 0.5, b = 7, c = 0.7 and P T hreshold = 0.75. To compare the proposed tracker with other tracking methods, we used MATLAB 2016b on an i7 2.2GHz machine with 16GB RAM. The source code of this paper will be made publicly available.
B. Datasets and Evaluated Trackers
The proposed UGF tracker is evaluated on 25 benchmark sequences from OTB-50, OTB-100 [34] and VOT2017/18 [35] dataset for rigorous performance analysis on various visual tracking challenges. A total of 12544 frames comprising of video sequences from both stationary and moving cameras are used for evaluation. Further details of the challenges and their respective video sequences are tabulated in Table I .
The performance of the tracker is compared against 15 other state-of-the-art trackers. The evaluated trackers are included as: a) Generative trackers (2 trackers): Distribution Fields for tracking (DFT [6] ), Adaptive Structural Local sparse appear- [45] ). Among these trackers, CCOT and MEEM are based on CNN and entropy minimization respectively. Also, CCOT is the winner of the VOT2016 challenge.
C. Evaluation Metrics
Four performance metrics are considered for quantitative analysis: centre location error (CLE), F-measure, distance threshold vs precision plot and success rate vs overlap threshold plot [34] . CLE is described as the Euclidean distance between target bounding box and the ground truth. ORE (Accuracy) is defined as ∆(BB t ∩ BB g )/∆(BB t ∪ BB g ), where BB t is target bounding box and BB g is ground truth bounding box. F-measure is calculated as the harmonic mean of precision (P ) and recall (R). Precision is defined as the overlap of BB t and BB g with respect to BB t and recall determined by the overlap of BB t and BB g in reference to BB g . Precision plots represent the mean precision at various centre error thresholds (in pixels). The Success plot illustrates the percent success over various overlap thresholds (in %). Overlap precision is the percentage of frames where bounding box overlap is above a threshold.
D. Challenge-based Evaluation 1) Object Deformation and Fast Motion:
Generally, deformation in target appearance can occur due to pose variations or background clutter. In P edestrian1 sequence, there is a considerable change in the appearance of the targeted object, along with rapid camera movements. Ours, ACFN, MEEM, CCOT, and IDCT successfully keep track of target throughout the whole sequence. The regular update of the tracker with reliable high confidence candidate fragments keeps track of the dynamic object environment. Generation of robust complementary features through the proposed cross diffusion exploits LBP and RBG features over HOG as it deteriorates with deformations. Bolt2, Tiger sequence, is full of pose variations. Most trackers fail as their appearance model is vulnerable to rapid change in object appearance except ours, CCOT, DFT and CSRT. In Basketball and Jogging1, generative trackers viz. ASLA and DFT drifted from the target as they consider erroneous background pixels as the target. The Jumping sequence contains high object deformation, fast motion and motion blur. The eventual erroneous update of the proposed tracker with blurred fragments results in a comparatively lower performance in MIL, but higher performance than other trackers due to periodic update. As illustrated in Fig. ?? (a) , UGF achieved an average precision score of 0.8 and an average success score of 0.654.
2) Illumination Variations:
Sudden and considerable illuminations variations are observed in Singer2 and Fish where ours, KCF, DCFCA, ACFN and CCOT outperform other trackers. This is because the appearance model is built, with a considerably higher number of fragments compared to the incoming fragments. In CarDark and Crossing, the nonlinear multi-cue fusion of feature descriptors builds a robust representation of the object, making the tracker invariant to eventual changes in illuminations. Here, the HOG feature descriptor suppresses the inconsistencies in RGB and LBP cues, which are susceptible to change in illumination. In CarDark, ACFN, MIL, and CT fail to build a robust target representation under low-contrast setting leading to eventual drift in these sequences. Our tracker shows comparatively low performance to SCM and CCOT on Car24 due to fragment updates having minor background clutter after ≈ 1500 frames. The average precision score of 0.783 and average success score 0.723 of is attained by UGF as shown in Fig. ??(b) , outperforming all other trackers.
3) Occlusion and Background clutters: In MountainBike, Walking and Soccer1, the target shows similar texture to that of the background. Ours with CSRT, CCOT and MEEM is able to handle background clutter. The rest of the trackers show minor drifts caused by eventual inconsistent updates. In Football sequence at frame #153, when the target is surrounded by other players, only the proposed approach, CCOT, ACFN, CSRT, DFT, fDSST, and SCM successfully keep track of the object, while DCFCA and MEEM are susceptible to clutter. This owes to the outlier detection mechanism which eliminates the non-reliable high confidence fragments during an update, keeping the appearance model robust. Further, during partial occlusion of the targeted object, the inherent selective boosting of LBP and RGB features and suppressing of HOG feature descriptors by proposed cross diffusion algorithm ensures precise localization. Target has been occluded by other persons in subsequent frames (#47 and #150) of the Subway sequence. ASLA, WMIL, MEEM, and fDSST failed to recover under occlusion as there is no drift alleviation mechanism in them but ours with CCOT, ACFN, and KCF is able to cater to the drifts. Similarly, in Jogging2 when the target is occluded by the pillar, all but ours, CSRT, SCM, CCOT and ACFN lose the targeted object. Under this challenge, UGF outperformed the other trackers with an average precision score of 0.826 and average success score of 0.69 as depicted in Fig. ? ?(c).
4) Scale Variations:
To evaluate the proposed algorithm's scale adaptation methodology, we test UGF on 8 video sequences. In Walking2, WMIL, ASLA, CT, DCFCA, MIL, MEEM, CSRT and IDCT lose the target object to a similar occlusion due to inefficiency in handling variations in scale. At #421, ours, CCOT, SCM and ACFN are efficiently able to adjust to target's scale variation whereas the appearance model in MEEM, KCF, ASLA, DFT, fDSST and STRUCK gets corrupted by background clutter as the size of the targeted object reduces. SCM, MIL and IDCT suffer in the sequences, Dancer, Surfer, Boy and Shaking where scale variations are accompanied by in-plane and out-of-plane rotations. Our method's periodic and regular updating strategy accompanied by complementary fusion of multi-cue accommodates various possible appearance of the object sampled at various scales, hence shows high performance as compared to other trackers. Under this challenge, as shown in Fig. ??(d) , the proposed tracker achieved the second highest average precision score of 0.825 and second highest average success score of 0.664.
5) Out-of-plane rotation:
These occur in sequences where the target object moves out of the image plane. In Dog1 and Dancer, and Singer2, out-of-plane rotation and scale variations are tackled via UGF by amplifying the LBP, and HOG feature descriptors over RGB. Under such settings, ours, IDCT, MEEM, and KCF were able to tackle variations and efficiently track the target object. In Singer2, #304, CCOT and MEEM among many other trackers fail to keep track the tar get object. UGF handles out-of-plane rotations with background clutter in sequences F ootball, M ountainBike and BasketBall, Shaking by consistently updating the online dictionary. Under this challenge, UGF achieved an average precision of 0.806 after ACFN and an average success of 0.683 ( Fig. ??(e) ).
6) In-plane rotation:
Frequently occur in image sequences due to rotation of target in the image plane. In MountainBike and Surfer, the target objects undergo substantial amount of inplane rotations throughout the sequence. UGF is able to handle eventual changes in orientation of the target object by regularly updating the sample dictionary. DFT, CT, IDCT and SCM are not able to interpret the change in orientation of target object and hence loose accuracy. In Singer1, Boy, Dancer and Dog1, in-plane rotations are coupled with scale variations which are tackled via the LBP feature descriptors in multi-cue feature extraction. In such scenarios, generative trackers fail due to erroneous updates of negative background samples. The proposed tracker shows maximum precision and success score against other trackers. An average precision score of 0.765 and average success score of 0.665 is attained by UGF (Fig. ??(f) ).
E. Computational Complexity Analysis
The major computational load of the proposed tracker is in the cross diffusion step wherein the sample dictionary is updated with positive reliable samples (Ĉ P ), which involves multiple matrix multiplications and normalization operations (Algorithm 1: Line 14). The proposed cross-diffusion reduces the complexity of the original cross-diffusion from
, where N is the size of the sample dictionary and i describes the number of iterations till convergence. Also, the number of iterations is reduced as the proposed cross-diffusion algorithm converges faster. To evaluate the computational demand of UGF, we have compared the proposed tracker against the other top 5 trackers in terms of speed (frames per second) as illustrated in Table II . An efficient tracker needs to balance the trade-off between accuracy and speed. Fig. 4 describes a scatter plot to illustrate this trade-off. CSRT, fDSST and DCFCA show competitive performance to UGF considering the trade-off between computational time and accuracy. Although ACFN's and CCOT's performance falls close with UGF, the proposed tracker is ≈ 90% faster than CCOT, and ≈ 20% faster than ACFN. Hence, achieves better accuracy with a favorable computational demand against state-of-the-art trackers.
F. Overall Performance
The proposed tracker outperforms the compared stateof-the-art trackers CSRT, fDSST, DCFCA, ACFN, CCOT, MEEM and MIL by 6.22%, .842%, 11.08%, 18.07%, 21.87%, 27.87%, 48.91% respectively in terms of accuracy. Table III and Table IV , describe the mean CLE and FMeasure of the trackers, respectively. Our proposed tracker achieved an average CLE of 5.01 and an average F-Measure of 0.829 when evaluated on 12554 frames. In sequences with background clutter, occlusion and in-plane and out-of plane rotation, the superior performance of our tracker illustrates the effectiveness of the multi-fold adaptive appearance model which regularly updates the object appearance. The high overlap during illumination and scale variations validate the robustness of the fused feature descriptor against variations in scale and minor changes in object environment. In object deformations and partial occlusion, the complementary feature cues generated via the proposed cross-diffusion ensured high precision by exploiting effective visual cues over deteriorating ones. The proposed method significantly improves over existing fragment based and classification based models due to the above discussed, cross-diffusion strategy and an adaptive update model. Further, in Fig. 5 we illustrate the success and precision plots of the overall performance of the tracker. The UGF Tracker addresses the limitations of existing stateof-the-art trackers to a great extent. While, generative trackers like ASLA, IVT, and DFT were not very robust against background clutters and shape information, discriminative trackers, like WMIL, MIL, CT and STRUCK tracker were unable to tackle target rotational and deformation challenges. IVT was not able to handle the dynamic appearance variations of target and DFT was not able to cater to large pose variations. KCF tracker used only a single cue for tracking and was not able to overcome variations in scale, whereas FDSST and DCFCA were unable to sustain deformations. SCM, CSRT, and CCOT showed resistance to background clutters and illumination variations but were unable to re-detect the target once the tracker drifted. CCOT had performance almost at-par with UGF but was comparatively slower.
In sum, UGF shows superior performance against state-ofthe-art trackers, in both success-rate and precision threshold with highest average F-Measure, lowest average CLE and favorable computational demands on 25 benchmark videos.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed UGF visual tracking framework based on multi-cue cross-diffusion involving fusion of sparse and dense similarity graphs with recursive normalization. Proposed Cross-diffusion process generates complementary feature descriptors to handle object deformations and partial occlusions. We have also introduced a robust outlier detection mechanism which is able to discard fragments with background clutter and hence ensure a clear decision boundary between positive and negative fragments. Moreover, an adaptive update methodology is proposed to efficiently handle variations in scale and illumination. Extensive qualitative and quantitative analysis on 25 sequences from OTB-50, OTB-100 and VOT2017/18 benchmark shows the effectiveness of the proposed method against state-of-the-art trackers. On average In future, outlier detection mechanism can be extended to have fuzzy boundaries for smoother discriminability in the proximity space, but this process is computational expensive. Another potential extension can be made by exploiting spatial relations between consecutive frames to build a holistic representation of the targeted object. Further, UGF can be extended to a multimodal environment by utilizing depth features.
